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1 Introduction 

Despite the experimental nuclear physics is more than fifty years old, it is stiU staying in 

the frontiers of the sciences studying the structure of the matter. It is connected with the 

fact that nuclei is a unique form of matter. All the forces of nature are presented there: 

strong, electromagnetic and weak. Nowadays, with the development of QCD and the 

Standard Model, a precision study of processes in the nuclei and nucleons should be able to 

shed fresh light on our knowledge of the matter {1 ). To provide precise el{periments, a novel 

experimental equipment is developed and the CEBAF project is a bright confirmation of 

such a tendency [2). 

Investigations of photonuclear processes provide a valuable information about a struc

ture of nuclei, nucleons and nucleon resonances. To study this physics, several experi

mental methods to obtain intensive photon beams have been developed. 

There are several methods to obtain monochromatic and quasi-monochromatic photon 

beams: radioactive ,-sources [3), electro1i-positron annihilation [4), Compton scattering of 

laser light on high energy electrons circulating in.the storage rings [5) - [7) and the use of 

the tagged photon beams facility when the photons are obtained by bremsstrahlung of the 

primary beam through a very thin radiator [8). The latter technique is the most qualitative 

one and provides a possibility to perform experiments in a wide energy range, from few 

MeV up to several GeV. Nevertheless, it possesses several significant disadvantages and 

the main of them is that it provides significant systematic errors due to the lack of precise 

knowledge of the photon flux, very broad energetic spectrum and significant problems 

in producing the polarized photon beams [9). As a result, it requires to use the large 

acceptance and universal detectors. 

It is realized nowadays that polarization observables have a promise to open the fun

damental properties of the internal structure of the nucleons and nuclei. To study these 

phenomena, experimental facility should be supplemented with polarized photon, beams 

and polarized targets. A new generation of polarized proton and deuteron targets made 

of ammonia with high polarization, short polarization time and high resistance to the 

radiation damage as well as recoil polarimeters are now being built [10]. A new technique 

is now being used to make a target of 3He as a polarized quasi-neutron target [11). On 

the other hand, the progress in the development of the polarized photon sources is rather 

limited [9]. Nowadays polarized photons ai;e obtained by several different ways [12]:. 
- angular selection of ,-rays emitted in a capture reaction like 3 H (p, 1 )

4 He; 

- angular selection of bremsstrahlung from very thin targets; 

- bremsstrahlung in crystals; 

- Compton backscattering of laser photons by high energy electrons [5) - [7). 



• The latter method possesses several significant advantages. First, the Compton spectrum 

has a sharp maximum and the most fraction of photons is in high energy region. Second, 

there is definite energy-angle correlation of scattered photons and the process of Compton 

scattering is well described by analytical formulae. Third, there is a possibility to steer the 

polarization of high energy photon beam by the laser beam polarization change. Intensity 

of -y-sources of this type is of the order of 106 - 107 photons per second at the energy 

resolution about of 0.1 - I % and is limited by the beam lifetime due to the losses of 

electrons after Compton scattering. 

In the presented paper we propose a novel kind of experimental facility for monochro

matic polarized photon :production. We propose to build such a -y-source at the storage 

rings HERA and LEP. It is proposed to produce -y-quantums by means of Compton 

backscattering of laser photons on electrons of the collider. The laser light wavelength is 

chosen in such a way that after the scattering, the electron does not leave the separatrix. 

So as the probability of the scattering is rather small, energy° oscillations are damped prior 

the next scattering. The proposed source operates in a "parasitic" mode not interfering 

with the main mode of the collider operation. At an appropriate choice of the laser beam 

parameters, such a source can provide extremely high average intensity of -y-quantums at 

a high value of duty factor: 

It is proposed t<:> install at the colliders HERA and LEP tunable free-electron lasers 

operating at 100 - 400 µm wavelength band with the peak and average output power 

~ 10 MW and ~ I kW, respectively. It will result in the intensity of the -y-source up 

to 1014s-1 with tunable -y-quantum energy up to 150 MeV, 2,50 MeV and 500 MeV for 

the HERA, LEP and LEP 2, respectively. In addition to providing a high intensity, the 

proposed -y-source reveals an unique possibility to steer the polarization of -y-quantums 

due to the simplicity of steering the polarization of the FEL radiation. So, such a -y

quantum source, operating in a CW mode, will reveal unique possibilities for precision 

investigations in nuclear physics. 

2 Basic relations 

2.1 Compton backscattering 

High energy ')' - quantums are produced by means of Compton backscattering of the 

laser. photons by the high energy electrons. The frequencies of the in_cident and scattered 

photons, wand w,y, are connected by the relation (in the small-angle approximation): 

t:x 
ri.w-y = 1 + X +-y202' (I) 
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where 0 is the scattering angle, x = 4-yri.w/mec2, me and & are the electron mass and 

energy, respectively, and -y = &/mec? is relativistic factor. We consider the case when 

the energy of the backscattered -y-quantum is rather small with respect to the electron 

energy: 

(ri.w-y)max < t.&inax, (2) 

where t.&max is maximal admissible energy Josses of electron given with the energetic 

aperture of the storage ring. As a rule, the value of t.&inax/ & does not exceed I %. It means 

that the Compton scattering process meets the condition of quasi-classi~al approximation, 

ri.w
7 
~ &. As a result, Compton cross section is given with Thompson cross section 

<TT = 81rr;/3 (re = e2 /mc2) and energy of backscattered -y-quantum is given with 

( ri.w-y )max ~ 4-y2 liw. (3) 

2.2 Focusing of laser beam 

To obtain an effective conversion of the primary laser photons into the high energy 

photons, the laser beam should be focused on the electron beam. It may be performed, 

for instance, by means of a metal focusing mirror (see Fig.I). 

Laser beam 

High energy 
electron beam 

s 

photons 

Figure I: Scheme of Compton -y-source 

Electrons move along the z axis and pass through the mirror focus S. To calculate the 

conversion coefficient, it is necessary to find the distribution of the optical field intensity 

in the focal spot. 

The conditions of optimal focusing are as follows [13]: 

u! ~ >-.
2 F 2 /4a!, F 2 ~ a!lph/2>-., h ~ lph, (4) 
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where Fis the focus distance of the mirror, a0 is the size of the laser beam spot on the 

mirror, 0"0 is transverse size of the electron beam at conversion point, >. = 21rc/w and h 
and lph are the lengths of electron and laser beam, respectively. The first condition (4) 

assumes the transverse size of electron beam at the conversion point to be much less than 

laser beam size, so, when calculating the probability of Compton scattering, only axial 

change of the electrical field strength along the z axis should be taken into account. The 

second condition ( 4) means the characteristic axial size of the region with strong optical 

field to be much less than electron and laser beam lengths. 

2.3 Yield of ,-quantums 

Total number of 1-quantums, produced at a single passage of electron beam through 

the mirror focus, is given with the following relation: 

O"T JI 2 N7 = Ne 27rliw EI dz, (5) 

where Ne is the number of electrons in the bunch and E is the amplitude of optical field. 

It is assumed here that the optical field is circularly polarized. 

Taking into account the fact that the optical field reduces quickly with the removal 

from the focus (it is almost vanished at I z I> 47rCF2/a~w), the integral in the right-hand 

side of eq. (5) can be calculated in the limits -oo < z < oo. Using Huygens-Fresnel 

integral, we may write: 

f iEl2dz=41rWw 
c2 ' 

(6) 

where W is the peak power of the optical beam. Substituting (6). into (5) we finally 

obtain: 
N-r =N 2Wur 

e~• (7) 

An important feature of the obtained result is that the number of produced 1-quantums 

does not depend on the details of the optical field distribution on the mirror surface and 

is defined with the total laser beam power only. 

At approximately equal laser and electron beam lengths, the rat!': of ")'-quantum pro

duction is given with the following formula: 

dN-r [s-1) = 2 X 10-11 NbNeW f, 
dt (8) 

where f [Hz] is the repetition rate of electron bunch collisions with the laser bunch, Nb and 

Ne are number of bunches and number of electrons in the bunch, respectively and laser 

peak power W is in watts: Formula (8) is valid for an arbitrary laser beam polarization. 
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2.4 Excitation of energy oscillations 

The proposed_,-source operates in a "parasitic" mode and does not change significantly 

parameters of circulating electron beams. The laser light wavelength is chosen in such a 

way that after the scattering, the electron does not leave the separatrix. During energy 

oscillation damping time the electron energy is relaxed to the nominal value. Nevertheless, 

at a sufficiently large power W of laser beam and a high repetition rate of the collisions 

f, the process of multiple scattering leads to increase of energy spread of electrons in the 

beam. The coefficient of energy diffusion is given with the forn~ula: 

< d(li£/£)2 >= _f_ ·100 IE 12 dzj [tiw-r]2 dur, 
dt 21rtiw £ 

-00 

• where tiw7 = 4")'2tiw/(1 + 1 202
). is the energy of ")'-quantums scattered under the angle 0 

and 
dur 2 I + 1404 

--- =4irr ----
d(,'202) , ( I + 1202)4 

is Thompson differential cross section written down in ultrarelativistic approximation 

")' ~ I. Using relation (6) we get: 

d( Ii£/ £)2 448 r;>.c,2w2W f 
< dt >= 15 mc5 ' 

(9) 

where Ac = h/mc. This expression may be written in the following form convenient for 

calculations: 
< d(li~~£)2 > [s-1] ~ 4 x 10-23£2;1. (10) 

where electron energy [ is in GeV units, laser peak power Wis in watts, rate of collisions 

f is in Hz units and laser wavelength>. is in'ct';ntimeters. 

The growth of the rate of the energy oscillation excitation leads to the growth of the 

energy spread of electrons in the beam. For instance, the growth of the energy diffusion 

by a factor of Q with respect to energy diffusion defined by quantum fluctuations of 

synchrotron radiation, results in the growth of energy spread by a factor of (I+ Q) 112
• 

3 FEL based ,-quantum source at HERA 

An FEL based ")'-quantum source at HERA will allow one to produce about of 1014 

1 -quantums per second with the energy up to 150 MeV.1 Main parameters of tlw electron 

storage ring HERA are presented in Table I (see also refs. [15] and [16]). 

1 Parameters of electron beam in the TRISTAN rollider are close lo those of the HERA rollicler, so 
the 1-source with similar parameters may be construe.led on the base of TRISTAN rollicler, too [14). 
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Table 1: Parameters of the HERA a:ncl LEP storage rings 

HERA LEP LEP 2 

Electron energy£, GeV 30 55 90 

Circumference, m 6335.8 266,58.9 

Number of bunches Nb 210 4 8 

Bunch spacing, µs 0.096 22.2 11.l 

Number of electrons in the bunch N, 3.7 X 1010 4.2 X 1011 

Electron bunch length a., cm 0.8 1.6 1.8 

RF frequency !RF, MHz 499.667 :3,52.21 

Energy loss/tum, MeV 11.8 260 1855 

RF voltage, MV 260 400 2400 

Polarization time, min 24 135 11.5 

3.1 Free electron laser 

To achieve such parameters of 1- source, a free electron laser (,\ ~ 100 µm) should be 

installed (see Table 2 and Fig.2). 

INJECTOR 
Su.••.a•••nia 

•11.n••••s 

ACCELERATOR 

T••••••••lc I I 

~~ 
t 

Slacl•-cavity 

SCA ••du.le 

■n••lil.tDP 

OPTICAL CAVITY 

Figure 2: FEL oscillator scheme 

The project of the FEL oscillator with the parameters close to those required has been 

developed at LBL [17]. Designers of this project assume to use superconducting acceler

ating four-cell structure manufactured for the HERA project at D ESY. This project of 
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Table 2: ,Free electron laser parameters 

Electron beam 

RF frequency 500 MHz 

Energy, £0 lOMeV 

Peak current, I 50 A 

Energy spread 150 keV 

Normalized emittance, fn 10 mm·mrad 

Micropulse duration 30 ps 

Micropulse repetition rate 5.2 MHz 

Mode of operation cw 
Average beam current 8mA 

Average beam power 80 kW 

Undulator 

Undulator period, Aw 5cm 

Undulator field, Hw 2.7 kG 

Number of undulator periods, Nw 40 

Optical resonator 

Radiation wavelength, ,\ 100 µm 

Resonator length 28.8 m 

Curvature radius of mirrors 14.47 m 

Radiation power losses 10% 

Efficiency 0.8 % 

Peak radiation power 4MW 

Average radiation power 0.65 kW 

the FEL oscillator may be considered as a prototype.of the FEL for ,-source at HERA. 

Accelerator of the FEL driving beam 

To match the FEL operation with the electron storage ring operation, the accelerator 

of FEL driving beam should be designed on the base of accelerating SC cavities of the 

electron storage ring (f = 500 MHz). 
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• 
The electron bunches (pulse duration 1.5 ns, peak current 1.5 A, average current 

12 mA, pulse repetition rate 5.2 MHz) are produced by a gridded electron gm1; Then the 

electron bunches are fed into a subharmonic buncher consisting of two coaxial resonators 

operating at 6-th and 3-rd subharmonic frequency, respectively. Then they are fed into 

the buncher operating at 500 MHz frequency. This buncher has a form of four-cell SC 

accelerating structure. At the exit of the buncher the beam has the energy 5 MeV. Then 

the bunches are passed through the energy slit and are accelerated up to 10 MeV energy 

in the single-cavity SC accelerator module. 

. RF power supply of such an accelerator may be constructed on the base of two TH2133 

klystrons with output power 75 kW . 

Undulator 

The undulator is a steel-SmCo5 hybrid one with the following parameters: period 

Aw = 5 cm, number of undulator periods N = 40, field amplitude Bw = 2. 7 kGs at the. 

undulator gap g = 28 mm. 

Optical resonator 

Optical resonator is formed by two spherical copper mirrors (radius of mirror curvature 

is equal to 14.47 m and aperture - 30 cm). The resonator base is equal to 28.8 m and 

Raleigh length is equal to Ln ~ l m. One of the mirrors has a hole for radiation output. 

Total resonator losses are equal to 10 %. Peculiarity of such a resonator consists in a 

rather large resonator base which is connected with the low micropulse repetition rate -

5.2 MHz. 

At chosen values of undulator length lw = 2 m and undulator· gap g = 28 mm, 

diffraction losses of radiation due to the aperture restrictions are negligibly small with 

respect to the losses in the mirrors. 

At optimal choice of the resonator losses (i.e. at optimal choice of the size oh the 

output hole), the FEL efficiency at saturation is equal to 7/ ~ 0.3/N ~ 0.8 %. Peak and 

average output radiation power are equal to 4 MW and 0.65 kW, respectively. 

3.2 Yield of 1-quantums 

Taking into account the HERA parameters (see Table 1) and the FEL parameters (see 

Table 2), from relation (8) we obtain the yield of 1 -quantums production to be equal 

to dN..,/dt ~ 1.5 x 1013 s-1 • We assume here that optical bunches meet only with the 

half number of bunches, N = 105, circulating in the electron HERA ring. The yield of 
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1 -quantums may be increased by two different ways. First, using tapered undulator, the_ 

efficiency of the FEL oscillator may be increased up to the value about of 7J ~ 2.5 %. 
Second, the nm;1ber of conversion points may be increased (see Fig.3). 

Mirrors 

/~- Laser beam 

conversion point conTersion point 
e-

Figure 3: Scheme of optical delay providing multiple collisions of electron and optical 
bunches 

In this case, after the crossing the first conversion point, the optical beam is directed 

to the optical labyrinth which plays a role of delay line. Then it is focused at the next 

electron beam, etc. Remembering that the losses in copper mirrors of radiation with the 

wavelength A ~ l001tm are about of 0.5 %, we may conclude,· that each optical bunch 

can effectively interact with many electron bunches. As a result, the yield of 1-quantums 

dN.rf dt ~ 1014 s-1 may be achieved. 

3.3 Increase of energy spread 

For the HERA electron ring operating at 30 GeV, coefficient of energy diffusion due 

to the synchrotron radiation' 2 is equal to< d(6£/£)2/dt >sn~ 10-3s-1 • Using relation 

(10), we obtain that coefficient of energy diffusion due to tlw scattering of electron by 

laser beam, is of the·order of< d(6£/£?/dl >c~ 0.6 x 10-3 s-1 at dN-y/dt ~ 1014 s-1 • 

As a re.suit, the energy spread will be increased by 1.:3 times with respPc.t to tlw case of 

operation of electron ring without laser. 

2This value may be calcu\ated from Table I remembering relation between the coellicient of energy 
diffusion and the time of radiative polarization rp: 

< d(cf./f.)2 /dt >sn== 1 l/9rp, 
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4 FEL based ,-quantum source at LEP 

The storage ring LEP is destined for precision study of z0-boson physics (LEP with the 

center-of-mass energy about of 100 GeV) and W±-boson physics (LEP 2 with the center

of-mass energy about of 200 GeV) (18), (19). Main parameters of LEP are presented in 

Table 1. 

Installation of far-infrared FEL (.\ ~ 200 - 400 µm) at LEP will allow one to obtain 

intensive source of 1-quantums with the energy up to 250 MeV and 500 MeV for LEP and 

LEP 2, respectively. The principles of its design are the same as for ,-source at HERA (see 

section 3). The electron driving beam for the FEL is produced by CW superconducting 

accelerator constructed on the base of the LEP accelerating modules (!RF = 352 MHz). 

Output parameters of this accelerator are the same as those presented in Table 2, with 

the only exception that the micropulse repetition rate should be 7.04 MHz. 

Assuming that each electron bunch is collided with 5 optical bunches (see Fig.3) and 

the FEL efficiency is about of 3 %, we can expect the yield of 1-quantums dN-y/dt '.:::'. 
1014 s-1. 

5 Conclusion 

In conclusion we should emphasize that the existence in Europe of such unique stor~ge 

rings as HERA and LEP reveals a possibility to construct on their base sources of high 

intensity monochromatic polarized 1-quantums. Construction of such sources is techni

cally feasible at the present level of accelerator technique R&D. The main element of the 

proposed facility is far-infrared (.\ ~ 100 - 400 JLm) free electron laser with the peak and 

average output power about of 10 MW and 1 kW, respectively. Such an FEL may be 

constructed on the base of the project of the Infrared Free-Electron Laser for the Chemi

cal Dynamics Research Laboratory, which has been developed at the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory (17). The driving accelerator for this FEL has been designed on the base 

of the HERA SC cavities. As for the design of conversion regions and 1 -quantums out

put channels, these problems may be solved using experience stored during design and 

construction of the laser polarimeters at HERA and LEP. 

These ,-sources will reveal a possibility to st.udy photonuclear physics in the energy 

range from several MeV up to 500 MeV with an accuracy unachievable with the exis

tent facility. Preliminary analysis shows that physical program of investigations at these 

sources will not cede to the corresponding program at CEBAF. The proposed photon 
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beam facility is extremely selective probe for investigations not only conventional nu-. 

clear physics, but the exotic nuclear states (similar to those occured inside the core of 

neutron stars or the quark-gluon plasma) and reaction mechanisms. Up to 200 MeV we 

are dealing with the internucleon distance about I fm (which is of the order of the size 

of nucleon). Nowadays the investigation of the microscopic nuclear structure with res

olution ;;': 200 MeV is unexplored field [20). An idea is to work in kinematical region 

where the processes on free nucleons are forbidden (the cumulative particle production 

or the underthreshold particle production). This intermediate energy region is covered 

by the. nonpertur QCD effects. Investigations of this transition energy region from the 

perturbative to nonperturbative QCD are the most attractive and perspective direction 

of relativistic nuclear physics to understand the role of the nonnucleonic (pion, ~, etc, 

and few-nucleon configurations) and quark-gluon degrees of freedom. 

Another interesting topic or"these investigations is a possibility to extract an additional 

information about the hadron or the nuclear structure which is usually hidden in the 

spin-averaged analysis [21 J; Polarization observables has a promise of opening a new field 

in the photoproduction of pion from nucleon and_ nuclear targets [22), in the processes 

of photodisintegration of the lightest nuclei [8, 12) and others. Many problems in the 

photonucleon and photonulear physics are not resolve<l till now due to the lack of high 

quality photon beams. 

We believe that the experiments with the proposed photon beam facility will he able 

to shed fresh light on these and other unresolved problems of the nuclear physics. 
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CanAHH E.JI. 11 AP· E9-94-236 
0 B03MOJKH0CTl1 C03AaHHll 11HTeHCHBHbIX 11CTOllHHK0B M0H0XpOMaTHlleCKl1X 
raMMa-KBaHT0B Ha HaKon11Ten11x HERA H LEP 

O6cyJKAaeTCll B03M0lKH0CTb C03AaHHll HHTeHCHBHbIX, nepecTpa11BaeMbIX no :meprn11, M0H0xpo
MaTHlleCKHX y-11CT0llHHKOB Ha HaK0mfTeJillX HERA 11 LEP (LEP 2). ITpeAJiaraeTCll np0H3BOA11Tb 

y-KBaHTbl rryTeM o6paTHOro K0MIIT0HOBCK0ro paccellHl1ll JiaaepHoro 11JJiylleHHll Ha :JJieKTpouax 

IIYllKa HaK0IIl1TeJill. ,l],mma B0JI!lbl naaepHoro 113JIYlleHl1ll BbI6upaeTCll TaKl1M o6pa30M, llT0 IIQCJie 
paccellHHll :meKTp0Hbl He II0KHAaIOT cerrapaTpucy. TaK KaK BepOllTH0CTb paccellH11ll MaJia 11 AD 
CJieAyJOw;ero aKTa paccellHHll :mepnrn paccellHH0ro ::meKTp0Ha peJiaKc11pyeT K paBHOBeCH0H 
:meprnH, TO ITOA06Hb!H 11CT0llHl1K <j:,OTOHOB npaKTl11leCKl1 ue 113MeHlleT xapaKTep11cTHKl1 IIYllKa, 
UHPKYJIHpy10w;ero B HaK0ITl1TeJie. 

YCTaH0BKa Ha HaK0ITl1TeJillX HERA 11 LEP na3ep0B Ha CB060AHblX :rneKTp0Hax C nepecTpa11na
eM0H AJil1H0H BOJIHbl A. - l 00-400 MKM, 1111K0B0H 11 cpeAHeH M0lll;H0CTblO IT0PllAKa l O MBT 11 l KBT' 
II03B0Jil1T C03AaTb 11CT0'IHl1Kl1 M0H0Xp0MaT11l!HblX IT0Jillp1130BaHHblX raMMa-KBaHT0B co cpeAffeH 

HHTeHCl1BH0CTblO IIOpll,!IKa l 014 ceK - l. ITpeAJiaraeMbie (jJOTOHHbie 11CT0'IHHKH II03B0JilllOT MeHllTb B 
ump0KHX 11pe,I:1eJiaX :meprnlO <j:,OTOHOB. MaKCl1MaJibHall :meprnll <j:,OTOHOB orpaH111Iena :mepreT11l!e
CK0H arreprypow HaK0ITHTeJieH 11 C0CTaBJilleT BeJIHl!HHY II0pll,!IKa 150 Mall, 250 Man 11 500 Mall AJill 
HaK01111Tenew HERA, LEP 11 LEP 2. • 

OTMe'leHO, '!TO npe,llnaraeMbie ¢,OTOHHbie HCTO'IHHKH 0TKpbIBaJOT w11poK11e nepcneKTHBbl 11po
Be,I:1eHl1ll YHl1KaJibHblX aKcnep11MeHT0B Ii 06.1aCTl1 ll,llepH0H <j:,H3HKl1. 

Pa6orn BbIIT0JIHeua B Jla6opaTOpHH CBepXBblC0KHX aueprnw OH.Sill. 

TTpenpHIIT Q6,,e,I:111HeHHOro HHCHfTYTa ll,llepHblX HCCJieA0BaHHH. ,l],y6na, 1994 

Saldin E.L. et al. 
On a Possibility to Construct High-Intensity Monochromatic 
Gamma-Source at HERA and LEP 
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A possibility to construct high-intensity tunable monochromatic y-source at HERA and LEP 

(LEP-2) is discussed. It is proposed to produce y-quantums by means of Compton backscattering of 

laser photons on eleclrons of the collider. The laser light wavelength is chosen in such a way that after 
the scattering, the electron does not leave the separatrix. Soas the probability of the scattering is rather 
small, energy oscillations are damped prior the next scattering. As a result, the proposed source can 
operate in «parasitic» mode not interfering with the main mode of the collider operation. 

It is proposed to install at the colliders HERA and LEP tunable free-electron lasers operating at 
100-400 µm wavelength band with the peak and average output power -IO MW and -1 kW, 

respectively. It will result in the intensity of the y-source-1014 s -l with tunable y-quantum energy up 

to 150 MeV, 250 MeV and 500 MeV for the HERA, LEP and LEP 2, respectively. Such a y-quantum 

source will reveal unique possibilities for precision investigations in nuclear physics. 

• 
The investigation has been performed at the Particle Physics Laboratory, JJNR . 
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